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UHRA NEWSLETTER 

December 2017 

 

UHRA Year in Review 

 

The new UHRA Committee took Office 18 January 2017 AGM and their immediate brief from the 

floor included actioning the following matters:  

 

WHIP RULE – HRA Proposed Whip Free Racing Rule  

Whilst common sense prevailed and ‘whip free’ racing did not come into effect 1st September the 

issue still remains to be signed off. UHRA has signed off on a final position twice with HRNSW only 

for it to come back from HRA via Stewards Conferences with a different position.  

The frustration is that whilst we wait for a final Rule and a DVD of same which will made available to 

every Driver , the fines continue. This whole issue began a decade ago under an ‘animal welfare’ 

banner , the participants have complied and complied , there is now no animal welfare issue but 

drivers income continues to be affected. 

Whilst HRNSW have put forward a final position , Administrators in other States have shown a 

reluctance with their submissions however we understand States must advise by end of year. 

We are looking to the new HRA Executive to end this issue once and for all and on that note we 

congratulate Michael Taranto on his appointment as Chairman of HRA and Rod Smith as Deputy 

Chairman.  

 We again thank Club Officials and Participants who assisted  UHRA in its endeavours on this matter 

and it goes to show what can be achieved when a united stance is taken by the Participants. 

 

CHANGE of TACTICS RULE 

UHRA made another submission to HRNSW on 24 May this year (UHRA first submission July 2013 !!) 

with a view to having this Rule revoked , believing that Stewards can operate adequately under Rule 

149. 
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Unfortunately the matter has now been referred to HRA February meeting for a National position on 

the Rule. Another matter that needs to be finalised by new HRA . Meantime we have asked HRNSW 

to consider urgent ‘stand alone’ action. Frustration is an understatement. 

 

HRNSW 12 STARTERS POLICY  

Whilst 10 starters has worked successfully with new Metropolitan Handicapping System it still needs 

to flow onto other Tracks and Meetings. We are continuing with our endeavours. 

 

HRNSW SULKY FUND 

HRICG has agreed to some enhancements but not as many as UHRA proposed. 

There are still varying views on the Sulky Fund and it will be the subject of ongoing discussion 

between UHRA  HRICG and HRNSW.  

 

UHRA Website – The UHRA website has been up and running now for almost 12 months.  Visit the 

site for the latest news www.uhransw.com.au 

 

OTHER  ISSUES TABLED DURING 2017 

 

WELFARE and OH&S 

Unfortunately we have had too many racing accidents again this year and procedures and policies 

have come into question on several occasions. UHRA has taken this issue up very strongly which has 

seen a Concussion Policy drafted by HRNSW (similar to other major sporting codes) and on course 

medical procedures reviewed. 

 

PARTICIPANT WELFARE FUND 

We are in the early stages of putting a proposal to HRNSW for a revamped Welfare Fund which we 

hope will cover active Participants as well as retired Participants. The current Benevolent Fund which 

is basically wholly funded by fines levied on Participants (to an obscene degree) is , in our opinion , 

outdated and does not reflect current needs especially in respect of medical costs. 

We are looking at Thoroughbred and NRL models with a view to improving our lot in this area.  

 

FINES 

We have been on the front foot in taking the issue of Fines up with HRNSW , some of which are for 

trivial offences . Our position is that the current policy on Fines is not sustainable on Participants 

based on prizemoney available in the Industry. We estimate $1 mill has been levied since 2009 , 

coincidently when ‘the Whip issue’ first surfaced. The majority of Fines are Whip related which is 
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ironical in itself in that Drivers are trying their hardest to earn for Owners and themselves yet find 

themselves still being penalised. In saying that we have fully supported Whip reform however when 

current driving is void of any animal welfare issues , the cry of ‘revenue raising’ can still be heard. 

This ‘revenue’ has been used for the Benevolent Fund which as explained above , we have a problem 

with. Time for a total rethink on Fines , a ‘yellow card’ system has been mooted as one alternative.  

NB We have just been advised that a review of Penalty Guidelines will take place in February which 

will involve HRNSW , UHRA and HRICG Nominees. 

 

LATE SCRATCHING POLICY 

This Policy has caused angst amongst Trainers and we will continue to work with HRNSW to reach 

some common agreement. Unfortunately it is a minority who are causing problems for the majority. 

 

RELEGATION 

Discussion on this issue is ongoing with a wide range of views and suggestions. 

 

CLAIM (Junior) DRIVERS 

Claim Drivers are reminded they are entitled to representation in the Steward’s Room and any 

request will not be denied. We recommend Claim Drivers take advantage of this entitlement.  UHRA 

representatives will accompany you if available , if not we recommend a Senior Driver or relative. 

 

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE  

We have had an excellent response to our ‘tick the box’ with your License Membership Drive. We 

can report that we are now closing in on 300 Members and that number is increasing all the time. 

 

For those who missed ‘tick the box’  Membership ,  payment can also be made by following the 

MEMBERSHIP prompts on our website www.uhransw.com.au.  Cheques can also be mailed to our 

postal address : 

UHRA 

P.O.Box CP 260 

Condell Park NSW 2200 

Or complete On Line Membership Form on Website and Direct Deposit to: 

BSB   062 622  Account No.  10149794  Reference ‘Surname & UHRA’ 
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THE UHRA  

Whilst UHRA  is officially accredited to represent Licensed Trainers Drivers and Stablehands , the 

Association has and continues to be open to ALL INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS. 

The aim of the new Committee is to make the UHRA the largest Harness Racing Participant 

Association in Australia giving it the strongest voice and we are well on the way.  The reaction to ‘the 

non consultative Whip Rule’ is testimony to that.  

The UHRA Committee has met every month this year and has met with HRNSW on a bi-monthly 

basis. 

There may be a perception that the UHRA is a ‘metropolitan association’ , far from it , all the 

abovementioned issues are State wide issues and we have key persons in all Regions to keep us 

advised of local issues. 

 

SEASONS GREETINGS 

May we take this opportunity to wish all Industry Participants a very Merry Christmas and a 

prosperous 2018 and good luck with your horses.   

 

 

 

                                

 

 

                              

                                    

 


